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To Compute an
Impossible Image 

The point of invisible computing, after all, is to make
technology vanish as far as possible. The difficulty is
when what is made invisible is the capacity to know what
is being disappeared. (Bassett, 2009)

Response
In responding to ideas around invisibility and the
hidden in the digital economy explored in Caroline
Bassett’s text, I wanted to develop a process through
which to re-frame a series of images, using
temporary modes of ordering which might both
reveal and conceal. This has involved applying a
number of references and processes in the
reconfiguration of an image, or rather in the attempt
to compute an ‘impossible image’. (Melville, 2001) 
I have borrowed the model of making utilised by the
French painter François Rouan - ‘tressage’ - which
involves the re-organisation of an image through the
interruption of a second image in a process during
which they are sliced and literally woven together.
This process offers a means not only to address
questions of image and sense and painting’s basic
pre-occupation with surface/depth, figure/ ground,
but also to engage the territory of the digital,
operating as it does in terms of zeros and ones;
on/off, visible/invisible. 

In my research I have explored the potential impact
of digital imaging in re-conceptualising painting’s
temporality, viewing the spatial and durational
aspects of the digital as a means of expanding
painting’s topography. Against this backdrop I here
re-make some of my own, and source images, using
both actual tressage on printed material, and
digitally produced tressage. Bassett points to the
hidden weight/cost of the digital economy, and
suggests that a process of making visible – a re-
making applied to a system - might reveal something
of the system’s operation. In this work I make a
parallel action, a piece which results in having the
image reveal its ground; an image showing through
itself. Here visibility is explicitly a function of
materiality and the process of showing leads also to
concealment. 

I wanted to make a work that reflects something of
the ambivalence often experienced in our relation to
technology as it inflects our sense of identity, an
ambivalence which I read in Bassett’s text, a double-
edged proposition; the digital economy as pleasure
and anxiety.
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Over-under
Jean-Luc Nancy explores the territory of
ground/image/sense, repeatedly coming back to
metaphors of weaving: “Sense consists only in being
woven or knit together. Text is textile; it is the
material of sense.” (Nancy, 2005: 66). And of course,
the early development of the computer is linked to
the punch cards of the automated loom. Sadie Plant
traces this path via Ada Lovelace and Charles
Babbage (whose ‘Difference Engine’ was otherwise
known as a ‘thinking machine’), “…a gathering of
threads which twist and turn through the history of
computing, technology, the science and arts…” from
automated weaving to “…the Net, the matrices to
come.” (Plant, 1998: 12)

Writing of Rouan’s woven tressage works, Stephen
Melville comments that here “beneathness” is an
unequivocal dimension of the painting, “an integral
condition of its surface.” (Melville, 2001: 146) In this
process of making, the surface is fundamentally
restructured, “surface as everywhere punctuated or
interrupted by its depth.” (Melville, 2001: 146)
Depth is, in an entirely explicit way, a condition of
surface, and as Melville points out, it is because the
painterly depth is interpreted by tressage “as a
structural fact of surface” (Melville, 2001: 146) that
the process has been linked to psychoanalytic
thinking. 

Rouan’s works prompted comment from Jacques
Lacan in the form of a series of enigmatic notes and
diagrams for the catalogue of his 1978 show in
Marseilles. Lacan’s text critiques the artist’s method,
and seeks to replace Rouan’s woven technique with
the three strands of a braid (drawing no less than 17
diagrams, he presses the alternative model of a
Borromean knot) which at first sight might be seen
to correspond with his three registers of the Real,
the Symbolic and the Imaginary. The writer Hubert
Damisch (an early champion of Rouan) counters this
viewpoint, claiming that by painting on the woven
bands, the artist “does in fact make something
structured as a braid.” (Melville, 2001: 242) This
seems to me an accurate observation, and what
appears to be missing in Lacan’s piece is an
understanding, beyond the surface, of what occurs
in the thing itself and the process of its making. 

Through working with the process myself (both in
the form of woven printed images, and tressage
produced entirely digitally) I was intrigued by this
sense of different registers and the slippage that
occurred in relation to the images. In wanting to
retain something of the original connection I had to
the chosen source material, I found the ‘threefold’
experience (the two images, plus process, leading to
a third almost completely unknowable image)
puzzling, even disarming. It seems to me that this
process does encompass Lacan’s three orders, as
Melville describes them: “one brute and contingent,
one lawful, and one arising as the impossible image of
their possible harmony or synthesis…” (my emphasis)
(Melville, 2001: 242)

Framing in the digital economy
In the works produced here, image is destabilized,
fractured and re-built – a process referred to by
Bassett as the condition of medium technologies,
figured as repetitive modes wherein repetition
generates difference, and forgetting: “These
recursive/amnesiac qualities pattern the
development of digital systems…” (Bassett, 2009) 

In this process the image becomes data
In this process the image forgets itself

The method throws open the surface of the image,
impacting in a radically ‘anti-compositional’ way on
its very identity. In support of this effect, Damisch
connects tressage with an effort to oppose the
stronghold of perspective over painting, a notion
which he expands in his fascinating text Theory of
Cloud. (Damisch, 2002) The kind of space
engendered by digital imaging, which I have argued
elsewhere is haptic and aggregate as opposed to
optic and systematic (as is perspective), might
perhaps be seen to operate in just these terms. I
venture that the digital register operates not only a
haptic spatiality, but a haptic temporality, impacting
upon the identity of image and our relation to it.
(Harland, 2009)

How do we negotiate an identity in the digital
economy, in a situation “when what is made invisible
is the capacity to know what is being disappeared”?
(Bassett, 2009) These works attempt to negotiate
some kind of position in between the visible points
of ground and figure of an image, generated through
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the contradictory process of showing and
concealing, organising and fragmenting.

In this process the autonomy of the image, in a manner
that could be seen as akin to the autonomy of the
individual, is somehow maintained by a contradiction
that surpasses and escapes it. 

While any sense of cohesion is provisional and
open-ended, the method draws attention to the act
of framing, a gesture elaborated by Deleuze and
Guattari as the necessary condition for the
formation of territory, and the making of art ‘…in
order to form a composed chaos that becomes
sensory…’ (Deleuze and Guattari 1994: 206) The
attempt of these interrupted images might then be to
generate sensation in the territory of the digital, in
the light of that which remains invisible.

How do we tell something of that which we can’t
quite see? As artists, we make an impossible image of
it.
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